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Abstract:
The Gee Turbine , after the Invention of Steam engine by James Watt in 1776, followed by Otto’s
Internal Combustion engine in 1876 and Parson’s and De Level’s steam Turbine in 1885, is the fouirth
type of prime mover invented, backed with experience of long years. The experience gained with
Diesel engines since 1895 and the final retouching of steam turbines, form the backbone of modern ,
constant pressure combustion gas turbine.

Gas turbines known from the time of Hero of Alexandria , 130 B.C. , and the conventional wind mill,
entered the family of prime movers quite recently, although different patents on gas turbines start from
the time of John Barber of England in 1791. Its successful development la closely associated with the
use of high temperatures and the realization of an efficient compressor, hence the progress gained in
this field must be directly attributed to the combined efforts of Metallurgists and Aerodynamista.

The inherent simplicity of its design in many respects, ideally adapts the gas turbine for certain classes
of service, and it is toward this ends that its present development is being directed. 
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ABSTIiACT
The Caa Turbine , after the invention of Steam ngine 

by James Watt in 1776, followed by Otto's Internal Combustion 
Inglne in 1876 and Parson*s and Se Laval's steam Turbine in 
1885, is the fouirth type of prime mover invented, backed with 
experience of long years. The experience gained with Diesel 
ngines since 1895 and the final retouching of steam turbines, 
fora the backbone of modern , constant pressure combustion gas turbine.

Oas turbines known from the time of Hero of Alexandria , 
130 B.C. , and the convention ! wind mill, entered the family 
of prime movers quite recently, although different patents on 
gae turbines start from the time of John Barber of England 
in 1791. Its sucoesful development is closely associated with 
the use of high temperatures and the realization of an effici
ent compressor, hence the progress gained in this field must 
be directly attributed to the combined efforts of Metallurgists and A erodynomist s.

The inherent simplicity of its design in many respects, 
ideally adapts the gas turbine for certain classes of service, 
and it is toward this ends that Its present development is being directed.
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Oas Turbine Is the newest and most prods sine addition in 
the fadly of prime movers# f an's ambition to invent a power ge
nerating unit simple and efficient with as many less wearing 
parts, starts from the time of Hero of Alexandria, who had as 
followers innumerable inventors without any appreciable success 
up to the present time* and it is logical for one to lnguire 
why, since the Gas Turbine had so much time and effort devoted 
to its development , it had so little success*

Meohanioal Engineers are very fadliar with Carnot Cyole 
which states in a slmle expression, the best that pan possible 
be done in the oonversion of heat energy into mechanical energy# 
The efficiency which is given by Carnot's formula oan not be car
ried out in any actual engine due to inherent mechanical losses 
in any one, but it is of great value as a criterion of the maxi
mum result approachable#

The mathematical derivation of Carnot's formula is very sim
ple# As it is well known, the efficiency of any power generating 
unit , is given by the ratio of output over input, or net work 
over heat supplied# So, we have

Zm Qt - Cil _ Tl - I'I—  T1
From the above expression ,it is clearly.' seen that to improve 
the efficiency of any engine, even that of the ideal Cr mot, 
either T1 ( maximum temperature in the cycle), must be too high
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or T1 ( lower temperature in the cycle) must reach the abso
lute ze ro i*e. -460 F* wince the second condition is impossible 
in this world we live under existing conditions, much effort 
has been devoted in raising T so that we will have a higher ob
tainable efficiency.

The superiority of internal combustion engine over the 
steam unit lies on this fact. Zn the 1.0. engine for a fraction 
of a time, we have a very high temperature raise, a case which 
can not exist in a steam turbine or engine; there some parts of 
the cycle are continuously at the maximum temperature of the 
cycle and metals can not stand high temperatures as those encoun
tered in the internal combustion engines.

Due to the fact, as It will be seen in the later part of 
this Thesis, in the Combustion Gas Turbine, the type to attain 
oosBneroial significance up to the present time, we must have con
tinuous high temperatures, all attempts of the earlier designers 
and inventorsf ailed due to the inability of the existing materi
als to withstand the high temperatures necessary to produce sui
table high efficiencies. An other important obstacle to the 
early inventors was the Iaok of a compressor of adequate effici
ency to make the cycle feasible.

The theoritioal part of this thesis , deals with the his
tory, the thermodynamic principles , the types and the latest de
velopment in the Gas Turbine field, while the experimental



$

mQm

one, explains the developments done in the Heohanical Engine
ering laboratories of liontana state College in transforming an 
aviation turbo supercharger to an open oyole simple gas turbine 
plant#

e

.
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Literature on Gas Yurblnes disclose that In 1791 John Bar
ber of England odtalned a patent on the first machine having an 
Intrinsic resemblance to the present days cdmbustlon gas turbine 
plant. JohnDumbellt also of England patented In 1808 the flrdt 
explosion gas turbine. later we have experiments on gas turbines 
conducted by armengaud and Lemale . In those, a fan delivered 
air under pressure to a coombuetlon Chamber where, the air mixed 
with gaseous fuel, burned, and the products of combustion cooled 
by excess air directed In the form of a jet onto a wheel.

After those first patents there are £*ome others the most 
Important of which Is by Dr. F. Otolze ( 1872 ) of Charlotenburg. 
Although the unit had striking resemblances with the modern ones, 
due to the Inadequacy of the air compressor It had Infavorable 
results. Together with the original steam turbine patent by Sir 
Charles !arsons ( 1884 ) mention was done about the gas turbine. 
Here the compressor was to be of the axial type. Ituoh effort 
has bees spend on those but the Idea later was abandoned pri
marily because of the lower efflolenoy of axial compressors com
pared to the oentriflgal ones.

Here we might mention the research and projects made by

Dr. S. a . Moss ( 1900 ) while being a student at the university 
of California, a  Master’s Thesis In the Un. Of Cal. Library 
gives account of the proposed project. The same Investigator
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after that started gas turbine research at Cornell XJniTexylty 
but not particular results out of those experiments were obtai
ned.

Later we have Karavodine in Paris ( 1908 ) having built 
a 2 hp single stage , impulse turbin^operating on the explosi
on cycle. Four nozzles were circumferentially spaoedaround the 
rim of the 6 in. diameter wheel, connected to each nozzle was 
a separate waterjaoketed combustion chamber » wherein the ex
plosion of the charge caused ©n increase in pressure and the 
gases expanded through the nozzle onto the wheel. The cycle re
peated itself after the suction effect of the departing gases 
drawing in fresh charge. The explosions were timed to occur 
consecutively around the wheal periphery.

An other well known explosion type gas turbine, is the 
Eolzwarth unit ( 1908). At that time the only practical oyole 
was this one because of the in&decfuaoy of air compressors. This 
caused the early designers to Investlgaie cycles that avoided 
use of air compressors. In fact, in the early designs of Holz- 
warth gas turbines air st atmospheric pressure was taken in in
to the combustion chamber, after which the gas m s  admitted and 
fired at constant volume , thus raising the pressure to between 
70 to IOO psi. Holzwarth turbines have been built by the Korting 
Company of Hanover, Masohinen -Eabrik Thyssen of Ruhr and Brown 
Boveri Company of Baden , Switzerland. These turbines work on 
the otto oyole, the expansion phase of the cycle extending to



to atmoepherio pressure. The explosion occurs upon ignition of 
a charge of air and gas introduced under pressure into the com
bustion chamber. The pressure in it increases until it overco
mes the action of a spring loaded valve, permitting the gases 
to a nozzle whence they are discharged at high velocity onto a 
turbine wheel. The nozzle valve is specially constructed so that 
It remains open under oil presetre until the combustion chamber 
is emptied. Expansion is followed by a scavenging operation whi
ch clears the combustion chamber of residual burnt gases and al
so oools the turbine blades. After scavenging a fresh air is ad
mitted and the cycle repeated.

There are very few Ilolzwarth turbines under operation to- 
day.stodola1 ea^s ^hat ^ ie highest overall thermal efficiency
obtained in any of the experiments performed up to 1927 is abo
ut 13 percent. Aside from those patents and research work car
ried n gas turbines, there are numerous others. The above ones 
had a predominant influence on gas turbine progress. Besides, 
there are a couple of exhaust turbines utilizing the exhaust ga
ses from Internal Combustion Engines; their application is of 
limited capacity and can not be considered as prime movers. I-

-II-

I- Dr. /.¥.Heiialinta, Current Trends in Power Plant Development, 
Alllo Chalmers Bulletin, Ho: K-62I3, 1942
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WBAT a  OftiJ TUHBIHS IS

a s far as thermodynamic cycle Is concerned, there Is lit
tle difference between a diesel internal combustion engine and 
gas turbine referred to as a "rotating diesel". The main dif
ference between those two power gener ting units Is that the di
esel repeats the cycle intermittently and has incomplete expan
sion to save manufacturing cost, while the gas turbine oof com
bustion type has no lterruptuon whatever in the power generation 
and the expansion of gases As complete.

Those not familiar with the heat oyole thlnh that the term 
* Qas Turbine " implies a turbine run with gaseous fuel, whe* 
reas it Is a turbine operated with the products of combustion 
resulting from the burning of a liuid fuel, pulverized solid 
and even gaseous for stationary power plants.

The cycle of both internal combustion engine and gas 
turbine in simple words Is the following: Air is compressed,fu
el is injected and burned, and finally the high temperature ga
ses under pressure are expanded to a few pounds above the atmo
sphere or directly to it , producing in the process useful po
wer in excess of that required to compress the air. The inter
nal combustion engine uses one structure for all those functi
ons i.e. the air is compressed, liquid fuel is burned, and ga
ses are expanded all in a cylinder. Because engine makes one stru 
oture do all three jobs , it must do them successively, so that 
the power output is cyclically interrupted*
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Tbe gae turbine power unit on the other iiand, separetes the 
the three operations, assi^ninga separate specialized mechanism 
for each. The air is compressed in a physically separate com
pressor, fuel is burned In a adjacent combustor, while the gas 
turbine Itself serves only to expand the gases of combustion 
enabling it to drive the compressor and some useful loaft. Ey 
this system each of the three elements operates continuously,so 
that there is no interruption in the power output of the turbi
ne • because each can be designed for a single purpose, and be
cause the speeds oan be high, the total weight of the gas tur
bine power unit for the same output oan be leas than that of an 
internal combustion engine.
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XPERIEHCE GAIHED FOR THE MODERH 

OaS TURBIHB CYCIE

In the past twenty years the wide research carried and the 
experience gained from the gas turbines and compressors used in 
the Houdry cracking process and the Velox boilers served as a 
guidance for the development of present days gas turbines.
Houdry Cracking Process

In the latter part of 1936,at the Marcus Hook Fa, refinery 
of the Sun Oil Company the first suocesful gas turbine was pla
ced in operation in the United states*, and has been in practi
cally continuous operation since January 1937, except for short 
periods of inspection every 6 - 8  months. The Houdry oataly- 
tio-oraoking process is as follows:

Oil is vaporized and passed through a catalyst, as one of 
the results of the chemical changes which occur , carbon is de
posited on the catalyst the efficiency of which is lowered. To 
removev the carbon they arrange the catalytic containers in such 
a manner, that while some are regenerated the others operate on 
the oil cycle. Both cycles from container to container operate on 
a predetermined basis. The carbonaceous deposit is oxidized by 
the air from the compressor with 45 pel air. The heat content of 
the products of regeneration exceeds that required to compress

i 'Te?., Jidler, flas Turbines for Blast Furnaoe Blowers, Iron 
and Steel Engineer, April 1945
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the air # fhe excess energy is recovered either as electric po
wer or steam for use In the process*

Up to this date there are in the United States about 58 
gao turbines operating in connection with the Houdry process . 
Most of them are built by Brown Boveri and the rest by Allis 
Chalmers after a lioonce granted to them during the %ar* The no
minal rating of some of them in o*f*m* is:

Humber Horn. Satin# o»f»au
12 23,000
13 40,000
I 60,000

The main trouble they had with these units was failure of bearings 
and so after 1942 they started to Install Kingsbury bearings to 
eliminate to some extend those failures. ( Fig. 8 ) shows a tur
bo supercharger ( Turbocompressor) used in the Houdry Frooess * 
Velox Boilers

Experiments and refinements carried in producing single 
stage blowers for supercharging 4 oyele diesel engines, led in 
1930 to the development of the Velox steam generator in Lwitzer- 
land. This is a boiler 1 with supercharged combustion space and 
forced water circulation giving results of high efficiency

I- 5. A. Tucker, Oas Turbines, lieohanieal Fnglneering, June 
1944, p.368
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and of compact design. In this system, the combustion air Is 
compressed from 26 to 35 el , the compressor being driven by 
a multistage exhaust gas turbine. The need, for on efficient air 
compressor to be used with those boilers caused the development 
of axial flow compressors. Between 1931 and 1940 the Brown- Do- 
very Company , Boden, Switzerland, built 90 of those and abo
ut 20 of larger output 26,000 to 125,000 c.f.m. to be used in 
the United states for the Loudry catalytic cracking process 
and for various other purposes.

A Velox boiler Installed on the French ship Lthos II 
increased its power from 10,000 ehp to 16,OOOshp replacing one 
of Its 7 original boilers. This shows clearly the M g h  effi
ciency of Velox steam generators.
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TYJrES OF QAS TUiiSIJJES

The Co bustIon Gas Turbine is the newest addition In the 
family o f prime movers. This is sometimes referred to as a 
" constant pressure " machine to b© distinguished from the ezplo 
sion gas turbine or Holzwarth typo previously mentlonned. Al
though the last one has been manufactured by Brown-Uovery and 
other uropean firms , there are very few in a working conditi
on at present time.

The steady flow process constant pressure gas turbine 
presently is taking much favor due to its simplicity In design 
and because it has been proved of higher efficiency and adapts 
Itself better to the various needs present. Generally ve have 
4 types of gas turbines , if we exclude those used for super
charging internal combustion engines and other used for the Ho- 
udry catalytic cracking proceasand which are not design to pro
duce power by themselves.

The 4 types of gas tur ines used for lower Generation
includet 1- Open Cycle gas turbine

2- Closed uycle gas turbine
S- Semiclosed uycle gas turbine
4- Power Gas Cycle gas turbine

Open Gyole Gao Turbine Plant
The cycle in its simplest form consists of a compressor, 

combustion chamber, end a turbine. The compressor takes in at
mospheric air and raises its pressure. in the combustio chamber 
fuel of any kind burns in this compressed air , raising its
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Fig. I - Closed Cycle gas Turbine
( from Power, Jan.1946,p.106)

/200 r, ?4oPsi

Fig.2- Semiclosed cycle Gas Turbine 
{ from Power,May 1946 p.74)
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temperature and increasing its heat energy. This produces a 
working fluid that can be expanded in the turbine to develop 
mechanical energy* iart of it is consumed by the oom/ressor in 
raising the air pressure and the remainder is available as u- 
seful work*
Closed Cycle Oas Turbine jIant

The closed cycle plant differs from the open one, in 
that air is recirculated, t Fig. I ) Air is heated indirectly 
in an air heater, corresponding to the boiler in a steam plant, 
i*e. the air does not come in contact with the combustion pro
ducts* Then, it expands through the turbine in the usual way and 
passes to a preoooler corresponding to a condenser in a steam 
plant. This restored air to original pressure and temperature, 
enters the compressor again to repeat the cycle* Use of gases 
other than air as a working medium offers certain advantages in 
specific output and efficiency*

Most of the advantages seen in the closed cycle grow out 
of the fact that it operates at pressures above atmospheric. It 
is characteristic of gas turbines that for each temperature and 
machine efficiency there is one best pressure ratio* If this is 
taken as r - 5 , then instead of 76 pel in an open cycle, here 
we have 400 psi as a top pressure in the cycle with compressor 
inlet at 80 si. These higher pressures mean higher air density 
and smaller volume. In sequence that means smaller dimensions for 
the turbine, compressor e.t.o. In turn smaller dimensions for a
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giyen output permit higher temperatures without exceeding conser
vative stress limits. From the point of heat transfer high densi
ty improves heat transfer coefficient, and this coupled with smal
ler volume, makes for substantial reductions in the size of he
at exchangers. Freedom from fouling, because only clean air cir
culates makes high velocities and small tube diameters practical 
for further reduction of size. Plant output may be changed by 
raising or lovering working medium density; this does not chan
ge temperatures and according to Carnot ’ s formula, it gives 
good part load efficiency.

An other advantage of closed cycle is that with almost con
stant volume flow, turbine and compressor blading can be designed 
for maximum efficiency rather for an average one. On the other 
hand, the closed cycle requires two additional elements; an air 
heater and a preoooler which means additional elements of consi
derable size and cost. Besides, the cycle is not free from any 
cold water need although this may be only a fraction of a com
parable steam plant.
Semiclosed Cycle Gas Turbine Plant

A semiclosed cycle was proposed by Westinghouse engine
ers in 1944. In that fuel is burned directly in the circuit.Sup
ply of fresh air needed for combustion comes from an auxiliary
"* icompressor driven by a small turbine that operates on gas drawn 
from the main cycle to offset effect of adding combustion air,pres
sures suggested being 150 and 600 psi* Direct firing eliminates
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the air heater.

A different design has been built by Sulzer Bros in Switz
erland. This unit oan be considered as a closed and open cycle 
interconnected. The closed cycle, handling clean air comprises 
two compressors and their drive turbine, ( Fig. 2 ) a regenera
tor and a preoooler. Fresh air enters the system fron an auxili
ary compressor, just ahead of the precooler. The heater combines 
direct and indirect firing. Fuel is burned in air drawn from the 
cycle just ahead of the heater; combustinn products pass through 
tubes, giving up heat to clean air flowing over the tubes. Clean 
air supplies the compressor -drive turbine; combustion products 
power the separate output turbine which exhausts to atmosphere. 
Cycle pressure are 60 and 240 psi.
Power - Gas Cycle Gas turbine Plant

This cycle is a combination of Internal Combustion Engine 
with a compressor and a turbine. All three units are mechanically 
connected. Het output of combinatioh is engine plus turbine out
put minus compressor load. Of course the primary reason for such 
a combination is to supercharge the internal combustion engine 
and naturally includes the disadvantages of reciprocating machi
nery
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E x h a u s t

He a t
e x c h a n g e r

^ — G enerator a ir  cooler

Water in Water out

Fig.3- Open Gycle Gas 1Urbine with Heat Exchanger 
(from Power,Sept.1944)

Fig.4- Open Cycle Gas Turbine in Two Shaft 
with Intercooling and Reheating 
(from Power,Sept.,1944)

arrangement
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Open Cycle
The moat oomron cycle which has received comparatively mo

re attention than the other gas turbine cycles. Is the open cycle 
gas turbine plant, and this because it is the simplest of all 
although it has a relatively low efficiency.

Previously it has been said that gas turbines for any set 
of conditions the thermal efficiency rises to an optimum value 
and then falls to zero with an increasing pressure ratio. Kee
ping the compressor ratio constant, a fact which is dependent 
on compressors, we can raise the efficiency using extremely high 
temperatures. However, there are three practical ways of impro
ving greatly the gas cycle efficiency, namely, regenerating, in- 
teroooling 1 and reheating

The regenerating gas cycle is one in which a heat exchan
ger ( regenerator ) transfers some of the heat from the relative
ly hot exhaust gases leaving the turbine to the air before it en
ters the combustor. ( Fig. 3 ) Heating the air by exhaust gases 
reduces fuel consumption and improves cycle efficiency. The a- 
mount of heat obtained from the exhaust gases depends on the 
size of heat exchanger surface. Calculations indicate that the 1 2

1- F.K. Fischer & C.A.Meyer, Combustion, ay 1944
2- LeNe .iowlwy & B.GeAeLkrotzki, lower, ^ot # 1946
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eoonoinlc size of the heat exhanger will limit the regenerating 
cycle . at 1200 F inlet temperature, to approximately 75 % re
covery of the heat available from the turbine exhaust gases,i.e. 
( 75 # effectiveness ) This economic size will be about 0.30 
cub.ft. of heat exchanger volume per kilowatt of capacity 1

Efficiency is further improved when interoooling is ad
ded to regenerator as shown In I Pig. 4 ). As the name Implies
the lnterooollng removes the heat of compression from the air 
passing through the compressor. Water circulating through the 
intercooler, cools the air, and since the odder air has smaller 
volume, the compressor work is reduced. This is a well known 
fact in mult!cylinder compressors to attain isothermal compres-

Ision instead of adiabatic and hence consume less work in comp
ressing the air. O^tier conditions remaining the same, one sta
ge of interceding will reduce the compressor work by some 15 % 

This increases the portion of the turbine capacity available as 
useful output and improves the cycle efficiency. Of course a 
large number Af intercoolers is ideal but probably only a few 
stages will be practical.

The third method of improving efficiency, the reheating 
consists of adding heat to the gas as it passes through the tur
bine ( Fig. 5 ) The gas turbine reheat oyole is the same prin-

I- r.K. Pisober" & C. >. Meyer, The Combustion Gas Turbine Cycle, 
estinghouse ngineer, May, 1944
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Fig.5- Open Cycle Gas Turbine Plant with Intercoolers 
Heat Exchangers and Reaheaters ( from Power, Sept.1944,)

' cja% q»nuratory

Fig.6- Power Gas Cycle Gas ^urbine 
(from Power, Nov. 1945)
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elple as the reheat oyole used in many steam plants, but in pra- 
otioe it will bear little resemblanoe. Keheatng in the gas tur
bine will consists of burning fuel directly in the gas passing 
through the turbine. Here again the practical number of reheats 
Is limited.

Reheatng and intercooling increase the amount of useful 
energy per pound of workimg gas passing through the system,thus 
reducing the number of pounds of working medium circulated, the
refore the size of piping and blade path in the compressor and 
turbine is reduced.
Closed C.vole

The closed oyole gas turbine plant is the most promising 
for stationary use due to the high efficiency which it offers 
using more complicated hookups, were again as in the open oyole 
plant we might have intercoolers , regenerators and reheaters 
and of course all of them being employed outside the working me
dium. The closed cycle offers the advantage that it has good 
part load efficiency compared to the open cycle . In the loter 
fluctuations in load are taken care of direct fuel control whl-
o.i means , variable temperature, constant flow operation which 
has the merit of simplicity but gives poor part load characte
ristics. In the closed cycle, constant temperature operation can 
be attained by adjasting working medium density to meet load 
changes. The mechanism of control is well explained In a paper
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b y Dr# 0# Keller^# Wbei the load of the plant drops, the wer- 
king medium l#e« usually air, must be discharged from the ay- 
ole < Pig, I ) while with lnareaslng load, the working medium 
has to be admitted to the cycle# a  theoritloal discussion of 
this principle Is given by F, S a l t z m a n n In the original ope
rating condition , and In the operating condition which is so
ught after a change In load has taken place, all pressures In 
the cycle are In the same ratio to one another# During the tran
sition period, however, matters are different because the pres
sures do not change with egual rapidity at all points of the 
cycle# It Is those transition periods the paper deals with# A 
complete consideration of those theories is beyond the scope 
of this discussion#

A 2000 Kw plant is operating at Zurich , Switzerland 
with pressure ratio 3-4 end maximum pressure 400 - 500 psi•Clo
sed cycle although it has many similarities compared with steam 
plant, it has the following advantages over it.

a- Flexibility of equipment placement allowing compact 
arrangements with minimum pressure and temperature 
losses# 1 2

1- Dr# C# Keller, Closed Cycle g s turbine looks for further
development, lower, January 1946 

r, C# Keller, The Ksoher Wyss-Ak Closed Cycle Turbine,
Ipans# of the A,S#M,S# Severn# 1946

2- F# Saltzmann, Regulation Theory for Thermal outer Plants
employing Closed Gas Cycle, A*S,P,E# Iran, May, 1947
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b- Limited number of auxiliaries simplifying operating 
requirements#

o- Smaller cooling water needs, those being only 10-20$ 
of comparable steam station requirements# 

d- Absence of fittings for very high pressures.
Designs for 12,000 and 25,000 Kw plants have been projected1, 
iiuch projects indicate that the length of plants is not greatly 
influenced by the capacity# Increase in capacity is achieved 
principally by enlarging the diameters of the equipment compo
nents#
somlclosed Cycle

several possible arrangements of the combustion cycle ha
ve been Investigated with three objectives,

a- $o btain full load efficiency substantially better 
than that of modern steam turbines 

b- $o develop a marine propulsion unit of substantially 
constant efficiency at part loads at reduced speeds 
when geared to a propeller

c- To achieve the maximum in compactness for marine ser
vice#

For the second of these objectives, it is essential that the 
quantity of air flow be reduced f o r  part loads. Best efficien- 
cles are realized if operating temperature remains constant as
I- »ower, Novem. 1945 p, SG
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Ioad varies* The semielosed Combustion turbine cycle ( Fig.2 } 
M e  many points of similarity to the power gas cycle, except 
that reciprocating machinery is supplanted with rotary equiva
lents f The operation of that cycle is as follows; Air enters 
the inner circuit at 60 psl just ahead of the preoooler joi
ning with the main flow of air returned from the regenerative 
heat exchanger. ( Fig* 2 ) Total flow is compressed to 240 psi 
in two stages with lnteroooling provided* After com ression the 
air is heated in a regenerator to the highest temperature econo
mically practicable and divided automatically into two streams* 
One part is led to the combustion chamber, heated to a high tem
perature by direct combustion of oil, cooled to about 1200 F in 
a separate heat exchanger and passed to the output turbine at a- 
bout 240 psi. Remainder of air flow is heated to 1200 F by tran
sfer through the tubes of heat exohanger and then expanded in 
a turbine to 60 psl to drive the three compressor stages*

Only relatively clean air circulates within the inner cir
cuit, the products of combustion passing through only one beat 
exchanger and the output turbine. The sole parts subjected to 
very high temperatures are the combustion chamber itself and the 
heat exchanger. All the foregoing pressures and temperatures 
are stated for full load conditions. As less fuel is fired, I-

I- S*A,Tucker, Free- Piston Compressor Work Leads To Hew 
emiolosed Cycle development.
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temperature of air within the closed part of the cycle falls 
slightly, reducing the compressor drve turbine speed and con
es uently the quantity of air circulating. Reduced air flow res
tores equilibrium conditions at about the same temperature as 
at full load but with reduced pressure throughout the cycle.
For starting, the compressor is brought up to moderate speed by 
an electric motor. Addition of fuel in the combustion chamber 
result in a net excess of power available to bring the entire 
unit up to speed.

At 1946 an output turbine with associated combustion cham
ber was under test at ViInterthur1 Switzerland, and compared in 
performance with steam plants of various types. 
rower- Gas Cycle

LX>me ten years ago Sulzer Bros, Switzerland began to aim 
Its research program at the most promising fields of application 
of exhaust turbines used in conduction with reciprocating machi
nes as well as continuous combustion gas turuines. As the super
charging pressure* of reciprocating engines is increased, above 
30 to 45 psi now commercially developed in Mrope, the proporti
on of work done by the exhaust gas turbine rises until at about 
75 to 90 pel the engine output is Just sufficient to drive the 
compressor, and the whole useful output is produced at the tur-

I- ^ee footnote on previous page
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bine shaft. Under these conditions, the free piston compressor 
unit proves a most satisfactory machine for producing the power 
gas cycle

A comprehensive explanation of the cyole is given by Dr, 
Adolph Meyer.1 The free or floating piston machine as built by 
Junkers in Germany, Pesoara in franco, and Sulzer Bros in Switz
erland has been suocesfolly developed for this purpose by the 
last named firm. Three floating piston engines ( Fig. e ) combi
ned with two ges turbines and two axial compressors give a net 
output of 7,000 Hp. The smaller turboset is used for superohar- 
gin the piston compressors which rovlde the air, further com
pressed for the opposed floating pistin Diesel engines. The ex
haust gases of these engines flow to the main gas turbine at the 
left * which produces the net output. Such a set may give an o- 
verall efficiency of more than 40 $ as compared with 34 $ which 
Brovn Bovery guaranteed on a two stage £7,000 Kw set designed 
and built for a Swiss power Station. The last unit is under con
struction and It will have the highest efficiency ever obtained 
from a gas turbine set. The Sulzer high pressure set profits 
from the high efficiency of the Diesel drive which is due to the 
high initial temperature with which the Diesel process works , 
inherently has the disadvantages of a reciprocating engine.

I- Lr. A. Leyer, Heoent Developments in Gas Turbines, Meoh.
Engineering, April 1947, p,273
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oeveral attemts have been made to odtain similar conditi

ons In a rotating machine* Brown Bovery some 20 years ago ob
tained a patent but It proved to be of Iou efficiency* A m o h  
more Interesting macIne of this kind called " Conqprex " has 
been Incorporated In the design of the power set of a new gas 
turbine locomotive which is now on the test bed of Brown Bovery 
In Switzerland.



Fig.7- Hcudry Units 
( from Iv ech.Eng .Sept .-‘-945 p.594) Fig.8— Principle of Gomprex 

pressure Exchanger 
(from P.P.Eng.July 1947,p.128$
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THE OQMPREX

The oomprex was Invented in 1940 by Claude Selppel then 
chief of gas turbine department of Brown Bovery, The name corn- 
pro? originates from the fact that the same rotating machine 
compresses air and expands gas, having the same merits as a Di
esel engine; to be subjected, to the average temperatures exis
ting between the gases to be oompresed and to be expanded. The 
flow of air and gas through the gas turbine cycle using Comprex 
is as follows:

From the outlet of the axial flow compressor ( Fig. 8 ) 
the air enters the bottom cell of the oomprex and while its rotor 
turns one half revolution , the air enclosed in this cell has 
reached due to pneumatic ram a substantially higher pressure.
It is then exhausted or pushed out through the circulating fan 
which is designed to overcome friction losses between the oom
prex and the combustIon chamber. Entering the combustion chamber 
and being heated by burning fuel, the air and gas mixture ag
ain reaches the top cell of the oomprex and while this cell ma
kes one half turn to the bottom, the pressure is reduced by 
expansion in the enclosed cell, whereupon the gas enters the 
reaction section of the gas turbine and expands further down to 
atmosphere.

The closing and opening of the cells is produced by their 
rotation between the fixed shields of the oomprex which are pro-
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vided with two openings not in line,on eaoh side through 
whioh air and gas enter and escape#

A complete explanation of the principle is given by
Paul Re Midler,1 president, Brown Bovery Gorp. Hew York and

2by Dr. Adolph ieyer", Chief Conailtlng Engineer of the sa
me company In Switzerland. 1 2

1- PeR. Gldler, A pressure exchanger for gas turbines, Power
I Iant Png. July 1947 p. 123

2- Dr. a , $ oyer. Recent Develoomente in Gee Turbines, reoh.
Eng. April 1947 p. 273
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Fig.9- Effect of Inlet Temperature on Theoretical 
Energy Available for Power 
(from Allis Chalmers Bul.No:7,R-62I3)

Fig.IO- Mollier Diagram for Air
(from Allis Chalmers Bui. No; 7,R-62I3)
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THERMODYHAMIC CONSIDERATIONS 

OF GAS TURBINES

The thermodynamic cycle of Gas turbine power plant has 
been analyzed by various authors in detail and mathematical ex
pressions have been developed. The most important of those are 
by Dr. J. I. Retalliata, x Dr. A. Stodola 1 2 3 . Dr. JeIe Yel- 
Iott  ̂ in his series of papers in lover, discusses gas turbine 
cycles In simple thermodynamic calculations without much mathe
matics in it.

It is beyond the scope of this discussion to include all 
those mathematical formulas together with their derivation and 
the method of their use. However, here is a simple thermodyna
mic consideration of the constant pressure, continuous combu
stion gas turbine cycle, which sometimes is called continuous 
Diesel cycle, or rotating Diesel engine.

In a steady flow reversible process, area FBAE ( Fig. 9 ) 
represents the amount of energy theoritically reguired to com
press one pound of air in the compressor, while the theoritical 
energy created by the expansion of one pound of gas in the tur

1- J eTe Retalliata, Current Trends in Power Plant Development
Allis- Chalmers Bulletin Number; 7, 1942 

J.T. Retalliata, The Combustion Gas Turbine, Trans,of the
AeSeM.E. Febr. 1941 p.IIjS

2- A e Stodola, Steam and Gas Turbines, vol. II McGraw-Hill
Book Comp. 1927 pII73- 1318

3- J eTe Yellott, Gas Turbine Power Plant Calculations, Power
Plant Eng. January 1947.
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bine is shown by the area FCDE Therefore the difference bet
ween these two areas, ABCD,would represent the theoritioal ex
cess energy available for power purposes per pound of fuel.

It has been said that the greater the inlet temperature 
in the turbine wheel, the greater the energy available for po
wer purposes. ( Fig. 9 ) shows this effect for temperatures
1000 F and 1500 F. here a pressure ratio of 4 has been used 
with air entering the compressor at 15 psia and 60 F.

( Fig.10 ) shows the Gas cycle diagram on the combined 
S - T  and H - T  plane for air. T^e broken lines represent 
actual cycles in which losses have been incorporated, and the 
solid line indicates a theoritioal cycle without losses. The 
thermal efficiency , that is, the ratio of the heat equivalents 
of the useful output and fuel supplied in a given time as af
fected by pressure ratio and turbine inlet temperature is given 
in ( Fig.I2a). On ( Fig.Igb) is shown the theoritioal regene
rative cycle with infinite surface heat exchanger i.e. all the 
available heat from the turbine exhaust gases have been consu
med by the compressor exhaust air, on T - S  and H - S  plane.
The shaded area KYDE, shows the amount of heat available, and 
area EDfC the amount of heat consumed. Of course in this case 
those two areas are e±ual considering we have infinite surface 
of heat exchanger.

The same diagram but this time with actual regenerative 
cycle is shown in ( Flg.ISa) . a tottally actual case with
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BHBrHBH
Fig.II- Thermal Efficiency of Various Gas Turbi

ne Cycles as a Function of Pres.Ratio 
(from Allis Chalmers Bui.Hum.7,R-6213)

Fig.I2a- Thermal Effi- FigiISb- Theoretical 
ciency as a function regenerative cycle of Pr.Ratio

(from Allis Chalmers Bui.Hum.7, R-62I3)
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aotual regenerative cycle with finite surface heat exchanger 
on $ - S and H - S plane Is shown In ( Fig,i3b)

In previous discussions it has been pointed out that the
Mtrher the pressure ratio used and the more elevated turbine 
inlet tesiperaturels, the better the thermal efficiency of the 
gas turbine oyole, ( Fig,I2a) ehovrs the effect of different 
pressure ratios and turbine inlet temperatures on thermal ef
ficiencies.

Of course high pressure ratios are attained, with modern 
air compressors developed uite recently, and higher tempera
tures with new alloys which permit an increase of gas cycle 
efficiency reaching that of Dlerel engine#
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Fig.I3a Fig/I3b
(from Allis Chalmers Bui.IIo; 7.R-62I3)

■ M-...sass ._—:---â

.
»>» I A Iypicil Iirfoil bliile wrlioo uacK *• uird 
l..r iriil-llow roniprrMor., m d  .hr lrrminulog, u«d 
in ronnrtliofi Wilh bliding < d i . i . I-Hmw romprrwor.
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Fig. 2 Typical performance cKaracIrriMic curve, of an asial- 
How comprcMor. mdicaling lbe Iimiu of Mable operation.
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%

Fig.14- Characteristics of Axial Flow 
Compressor
(from Allis Chalmers Bui.No: 7,R-62I3)
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COMjL RESSOHS USED 15 GAS TURBINE 
UONSTRUCTION

The recent development of gas turbine cycle Is primarily 
due to the efforts of the aerodynamlsts to Improve the axial 
flow compressor. But before discussing this one in detail,lot 
us see the other existing types of oompresLors and their capa
city to be used in connection with the gas turbines.

Dince gas turbines re juire continuously large amount of 
air flow, in a relatively small compression ratio, 4 - 6 , the 
positive displacement piston type compressors can nov be used 
in gas turbine cycle, not satisfying the above requirements ex
cept that it can create large pressure ratios.The other existing 
types are:
Centrifugal Compressor

The centlfugal compressors have been and still are wide
ly used in aircraft gas turbines and turbosuperohargers. The 
first centrifugal compressor ever built is that of Switzerland 
in 1906 . Work on centrifugal blowers, for which many applica
tions were found, led to the development of superchargers for 
four cycle diesel engines, consisting of a tingle stage blower 
wheel, driven by a single stage exhaust gas turbine on the sa
me shaft. Those may be considered as forerunners of modern po- I-

I- i.lWidlor, Turbines for Blast Fumaoe Blowers, Iron and steel Engineer, April 1945
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v̂ er gas turbines and have indeed contributed to the body of ex
perience, necessary for succesful gas turbine work.The cemtri- 
fugal compressors works as follows:

Air trapped between rotor blades is thrown out past blade 
tips by centrifugal force. A stationary diffuser closely fitted 
about the rotor converts the velocity energy into pressure by 
deceleration. The vaccum that tends to form causes atmospheric 
air to enter the rotor to replace air thrown out by centrifugal 
action, thus maintaining air flow. The maximum pressure ratio 
attainable with centrifugal compressors is about 5-4 with compa
ratively low volume flow.
IarshoIm Compressor

The recently introduced Swedish Lysholm compressor 1 is 
a rotary lobe machine which can compress air before discharging 
it. It is a positive displacement, highly efficient compressor 
and is stable throughout its operating range although it has 
a low pressure ratio ' of about 2 - 3 . Its pressure is inde
pendent of speed and is suitable for direct coupling to the tur
bine shaft.

The Elliott Company built a gas turbine arrangement with I- * 3

I- Alf Lysholm, Chief engineer , Aktiebolaget LJungstroms
Angturbin, Sweden, after which the compressor was naffied 

Z- R.T. Sawyer, The Modern Gas Turbine, Frentioe- Ball Inc.
1945 , p 116

3- A. Lysholm & R.B.Smith, Tve Elliott - Lysholm Supercharger,
Paper ..resented at Meeting of A.S.M.E. in Detroit Mich.
January 14, 1943
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Fig. 16- Elliott-Lysholm Compressor
(from Powerfax by Elliott Co.Autumn 1945)
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Lyaholm Co preasore for Larlne Service. The aaioygtie effi
ciency of the Lyaholm compares favorably with the axial com
pressor. several small units of 400-500 e*p,m» have been 
built by the same company to be used as superchargers of four 
cycle Diesel engines. They run at rotative speeds of about 
3000-3000 rpm and they can supercharge the biggest Diesel 
engines that have been designed. Two-sta^e units operating 
et <11 ooiiarge pressures as high as 100 psl, have also been 
built. Light-weight units for aircraft service are also 
feasible, and are, in fact, In the experimental stage of 
operation abroad. See (Fig.16 ) for general arrangement of 
Lyeholm Compressor. 
xlal - Flow Cogpreesor

The most promising type of compressor for gas turbine 
cycle use Is the Axial-flow Compressor. Essentially It is 
a "th-bine" driven by external means which Increases the 
pressure of the fluid supplied to it, rather than decreasing 
It, as In the case of an ordinary steam turbine. The de
signers of axial-flow compressors used all the Information 
developed by aerodynamlsts In the fluid dynamics field. The 
Brown Dover Company^ pioneered In the development of this

X- J. K. Balisbury, The Basic Gas Turbine Plant and Some 
of Its Variants, Paper Presented by tne Author at a 
meeting of A.S.M.E. at Tulsa, Oklahoma, May 8, 1944,
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CiOdem kinetio-type ooppressor and has made many useful 
contributions bo the design of saioii machines. In 1928,
-estintjhoutio ^ applied an axial-flow blower to the ventila
tion of a large turbine generator at the Hell Gate Station 
of the Consolidated Edison Company* Velocity diagrams may 
be drawn for the axial-flow compressor stage in much the 
same manner ns they are drawn for a steam-turbine stage.
(Fig. 14) shows the blade positions together with the velo
city diagrams of the existing three types of axial-flow com
pressors, namely symetric, noa-sy;!metric and Vortex stage.

It is particularly Interesting to note that the blade 
section of an axial-flow compressor (Fig, 14) are slml, 
to those used in conventional airfoils, This section, when 
arranged in a grid similar to turbine nozzles, possesses the 
property of deflecting through a a m  11 angle the fluid which 
passes through it. This property is utilized in Increasing 
the pressure of the fluid. Above it has been said that 
axial-flow compressor resembles a steam turbine. However, 
the flow path of an axial-flow compressor decreases In area 
in the direction of the flow to accommodate the diminishing 
volume ss the e-’ipresGlon progresses from stage to stage. In 
entering a blade row, the gas flowing in a generally axial

I* a, I, ^onomareff, Principles of the Axial-ilow Compressor, 
March, 1947 issue, eatlnghouee Engineer.
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direotlon is deflected through a small angle In the direc
tion of rotation* This change in direction of flow Ie ac
companied by a decrease in relative velocity with resultant 
pressure rise through diffusion* The change in the tan
gential component of air velocity, when multiplied by the 
blade velocity at the same point, represents the change in 
momentum and is proportional to the power input to the com
pressor, In the mechanism of a pressure rise in an axial- 
flow compressor through diffusion unassisted by centrifugal 
force, lies the principal difference between the axial-flow 
and centrifugal type of compressors* The flow pattern in an 
axial flow compressor, through a series of diffusing passages 
formed by a proper arrangement of blades in eaoa row, differs 
radically from that found In the reaction steam turbine, 
where the flow occurs in the direction of the pressure gradi
ent. Tills fundamental difference in flow explains why the 
development of the axial flow compressor did not parallel 
that of the steam turbine,

(Fig, 14) shows the performance characteristics of an 
axial-flow oonpreesor* It will be noted that it is essen
tially a con&tant-volunie-flow device at any given speed. In
crease in the discharge pressure causes only a slight reduc
tion in the volume flow passed by the compressor. Eventual
ly, however, increase In the discharge pressure causes ex
cessively high "lift” of the airfoil sections and results In
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a sudden breaking down of the diffusing properties. At 
t:;ls time» the compressor is likely to become unstable» and 
destructive vibratory stresses may be set up.

As it has been mentioned above, there are three types 
of axial-flow compressors. The aynstetrioal-st s uses blade 
tip velocities exceeding the velocity of sound, and axial 
velocities up to 600 feet per second. The pressure rise in 
both rotating and stationary runs results in fewer stages 
for a given compression ratio. IIigh axial and blade velo
cities lead to small physical dimensions and high rotative 
speeds. A inch diameter, jet propulsion compressor is 
designed for 5000 cfm of atmospheric air at a pressure ratio 
of three when operating at 34.000 rpm.

The non-symmetrio type of axial flow compressor uses 
blade tip speeds up to S50 feet per second and axial velo
cities up to 400 feet per second. It has an efficiency of 
about 70$ compared to 85^ of symmetrical. Compressors built 
by Brown Boven in oil refineries are of this type.

The third type is the vortex stage compressor because 
the air ac ̂ uires a whirling velocity before the rotating 
blades. Air velocities of about 200 feet per second and blade 
tip speeds ae low as 450 feet per second are used in this 
type, resulting in relatively low operating speede and large 
physical dimensions, Essler-Wyss advocates the vortex type 
air compressor for a closed cycle gas turbine plant.
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As a conclusion, we mi^ht say that the axial flow comp

ressor is Ideally suitable for gas turbine plant operation, and 
especially for use in aviation due to its small frontal area.
Due to unstable characteristics at high pressure rise per stage, 
there is a need for multistage compressors even for moderate pres
sure ratios, however, in contrast to the multiple stage centrifu
gal unit, staging of the axial flow coopressor does not involve 
any appreciable losses. The only disadvantage of the axial flow 
compressor being that it can not handle efficiently small volu
mes, say 500 ft.S/min. , especially at high ressure ratios. The 
centrifugal might be used for low air flow with moderate pressure 
ratio, and in oase of high pressure ratios, the positive displa
cement one, such as the piston or rotary type ( Iysholm ) com
pressor should be used.
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Fig.17-Elliott 2500 and 3000 Hp.Ship 
Propulsion Gas Turbines 
(from Trans.A.S.M.E.,Aug.1947)

Fig.IS-Tiie First Modern Gas Turbine
(from Brown Boveri Bui. Switzerland, 
No: I584E-II.9(XI.46)11044)
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MAIEitIALS UuED 15 GrVS TURBINES

It has been said that the present successful develop
ment of gas turbines la primarily due to the combined pro
gress in the aerodynamical and metallurgical fields. The 
first contributed in the development of the axial flow com
pressor and the second in the advancement of high tempera
ture stress resisting alloys. The .»ut3ist, 194V Issue of the 
Transactions of tue AsSeMeE. io full of descriptions and of 
constituents of new alloys found especially during the second 
5orid ar and secrecy restrictions on the so-called "super* 
heat-resisting alloys vrere lifted early in 1940. It is not 
the purpose of this discussion to give detailed information 
on all new alloys* Hovever, the most important of those will 
be mentioned emphasizing their primary constituents. | I . i?) 
siiovis the diagram  ̂of a 8500 Bp and a 5000 i$p gas turbine 
ship propulsion cycles showing the materials of construction 
and operating tenperatures. The 2600 Lu unit was essentially 
completed In 1945 and Is b ,ed on 100,000 hour life. After 
extensive tests. It was accepted by the United states Savy 
in December, 1941, the first complete gas turbine power plant 
to operate successfully in the United states. This plant 
developed a thermal efficiency of 29,’. It will be noted that I-

I- 0. Te Evans, Materials for lower Gas Turbines, Transac
tions of the . ., August, 1947, Elliott Gas Turbine.
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19-9 W-Mo was used throughout the turbines except for the 
bolts which are 19-9, A 25-20 alloy was used throughout 
the combustion chambers for the cone and liners, details of 
which are shown in (Fig,20 ). The use of high temperature 
materials creates so many manufacturing problei u that the 
only possibility of successful construction comes through 
extremely close cooperation of the manufacturing design de
partments. Castings, though simple and convenient to design, 
are hard to produce in high temperature alloys and do not 
have the high temperature properties of rolled or forged 
material of the same analysis. Because riveted joints depend 
primarily on tension in the rivet, due to the high tempera
tures used, which causes elongation in the rivets, they can
not bo used except in minor attachments. In general, the 
only recourse in building such machines as this is to use 
rolled plate and arc welding, and by this method to fabri
cate many pieces into one permanent, single assembly. Tais 
method of fabrication was used in all of the duct work and 
the combustion chambers in this gas turbine plant. (Fig. I? ) 
shows also the diagram of the 5000 tip ship propulsion gas 
turbine. Three plants are at present under construction in 
Elliott’s Comp, shops; two for the Havy Department, Bureau of 
Ships, and one for the Maritime Commission. It will be noted 
that a wider variety of materials will be present in the new 
turbines. There are several reasons for this, including



TABLE I TYPICAL ANALYSES OF ALLOYS USED IN 
ELLIOTT POWER GAS TURBINES

19-9
W-Mo

19-9DL
19-9
WX

Ni Re
sist

16-8 18-8
Colum

C 0.10 C .30 0.10 3.00 0.07 0.07
Mn 0.60 0.75 1.50 1.25 1.00 1.00
SI 0.50 0.50 0.50 1.50 0.50 0.50
Crld.OO 19.00 21.00 2.00 18.50 18.50
Ni 9.00 9.00 9.00 14.00 9.50 11.00
Co —— - —---
Mo 0.40 1.25 0.50
W 1.25 1.25 1.50
Cb 0.40 0.40 1.15 10 X C 

min.
Ti 0.55 0.35 0.20
N _ _ _ _ _

Cast
25-20 Wrought S-590 

25-20 Low C 
N-155 Cast

25-12 Inconel
0.35 0.12 0.40 0.15 0.35 0.09
0.75 1.25 0.75 1.00 1.00 0.75
1.00 1.75 0.65 0.50 1.25 0.30
25.00 25.00 20.00 21.00 24.00 13.50
20.50 20.50 20.00 20.00 14.00 78.00

20.00 20.00
— - 4.00 3.00

4.00 2.00
4.00 1.00 — —

0.12 0.12
Others (Iron Remainder) Cu = 6.SE



raterlal availability and ooat.
(Table I ) gives the typical analysis of alloys used 

in Elliott Power gas turbines.  ̂I-
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I- For more information on Gas Turbine Materials see litera
ture Listed at the End of Thesis.



LATEST DEVELOPMENT OF QAS 
TURBINE CYCLE

I. In The United States of America
Here in the United States the development and the manu

facturing of gas turbines has been undertaken by Allis-Chalmers, 
Elliott, General Electric and Viestinghouse Companies, 

a. Allis Ciialmers
During the last war years, the Allis-Chalmers Manu

facturing Company was licensed to produce Brown Bover 
types of gas turbines for the Houdry Cracking process. 
Still many of those are in successful service including 
a 60.000 cfm unit.

Since 1941, the Navy has been engaged in the devel
opment of the gas turbine power plant with Allis Chal
mers and other commercial firms. This gas turbine was 
of experimental nature and it was rated to 3500 Hp with 
the first test running at 1350° F. and later tests at 
1500° F were planned. This unit was installed at the 
Naval Experiment Station at Annapolis since 1944, but 
for reasons of safety, it was disclosed until late in 
1946. This unit was designed to provide information 
for designers at high inlet temperature from 1350° F. 
to 1600° F. The cycle selected for this experimental 
unit involves the use of a parallel turbine arrangement, 
one turbine driving the compressor and the other the 
propeller through electric transmission. The compressor
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Aeltle from that, the same company In 1944 star
ted the design of a 4800 hp gas turbine driven loco
motive as discussed by J. T. Rettallata*1 The load 
la divided In two 2400 hp and It Is coupled to two 
generators* The type used Ie almost the same as those 
of tioudry Oil Refinery process.

Another Important construction la the 4000 hp 
coal burning locomotive being almost completed In Allis 
Chalmers Shop,2 It consists of 21-stage axial compres
sor discharging through a regenerator at a maximum pres
sure of 25 pounds to the combustion and fly-ash separa
tion system* 
b. The Elliott Company

The Elliott Company together with the Allls-Chal- 
mers is associated in building a 3750 coal burning loco
motive, This unit is built for the Baldwin Locomotive 
orks, while the one of Allis Chalmers is for the Ameri
can -ocomotlve Company* Also, the Elliott Company built 
a 2500 and a 3000 hp ship propulsion plant details of 
which are given in the chapter on Materials for Gas 
Turbines* The Elliott Company is characterized by us-

1- Rettallata, J. T*, Gas Turbine Road Locomotive, Mechani
cal Engineering, November, 1944, p. 697,

2* See page ( ) for further discussion of this design.
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Ft«. 4 tiaono* or Cweceno* Ck a m b u

Fig.20- Combustion Chambers
(from Trans.A.S.M.E.p.6o3)
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ing Lysholm Type compressors for both the 2500 Hp and the 
3000 Hp marine service gas turbines. ( Fig, 17 ) 
o, General Lleotrio

The General Electric Company has important contri
butions to the development of gas turbines as a prime mo
ver. Shortly before Pearl Harbor in 1941 , the United Sta
tes Army Air Forces engaged the G.E. Company to design, 
construct and test gas turbines for propeller drive, after 
the British Whittle Engine. T"e power plant then desi
gned was G.E type T. G. - IOO now known as XT- 31. Fifty 
of these were mounted on the Vultee Xp-8I assisted by 1-40 
jet engine.1

General characteristics of the T.G. -IOO ^""A that 
it has 14 stage compressor, runs at 13,000 rpm and drives 
the propeller at 1145 rpm and the thrust at 2400 Hp including 
the effect of the jet thrust, if the weight is 1975 lbs.or 
less than I Ib/hp. ( Fig.19 ) shows the T.G. -180 type. The 
jet engine diagram used with those gas turbine propeller dri
ves is shown in ( Fig.21 ) Although details are still restl- 
cted , it has been described as having 12 stage axial com
pressor with a pressure ratio of 7;I,
The turbine is designed for 1350 F inlet temperature and it 
is expected that this will be raised.

I- Howard Alan, An Aircraft Gas Turbine for Propeller Drive 
Mechanical ngineering, October 1947, p.827
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Fig.21- General Electric Jet Engine 
(from lower, May 1945)

Fig. 22- Westinghouse Jet Engine
(from Westing. Bul.Aug.1947,B-3974)
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The General Electric Company, before the war, under

took the development of gae turbine power plants, uut 
their work was delayed due to the incoming war. The 
Oompany1S first post war design is a plant for locomo
tive and other applications. General arrangement is 
similar to that of TG-180 aircraft engine shown in 
(Fig. 19). It is rated at 4800 hp, runs at 6700 rpm 
with 1400° F turbine inlet temperature,1 It has 15 
stage axial flow compressor with 70,000 cfm capacity 
through a pressure ratio of about 6:1, working on the 
vortex principle. The turbine has an overall efficiency 
of 17%.
d. estlri; ,ouse Corporation

Aa far as the estingaouse Corporation is concerned, 
it has contributed to a considerable extent to the ad
vance ent of the gas turbine in this country. Late in 
August, 1941, it was disclosed that the Havy1e highest 
performance military aircraft, ltBanoaeet*, making 600 xaph, 
was equipped with estlnghouse jet propulsion machines. 
The Urate has a single J-34 engine in the fuselage, with 
on overall diameter of PA inches. (Fig. 22 ) shows the 
general arrangement of the estinghouoe jet-gas turbine

I- Howard, Alan, Design Featurea of a 4800 hp juooo otive, 
Das-Turblne Power Plant, &:ec ianieal Engineering, April, 
1948, p. 301.
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power plant, /mother type of 19 Inches In diameter is 
installed on the Fhantomv giving it a net thrust of 
1600 Ih s.

Aside from these, in 1943 eetinghouae decided to 
build an experimental gas turbine of 2000 hp, working 
on the simple cycle. (Fig. 25) showa the turbine on 
the test bed. The compact unit lends itself to a nar
row in-line arrangement particularly desirable for loco
motive use. Its general OnaraotSr!etIos are a 25,000 
of capacity axial flow compressor in PO stages with 
5:1 pressure ratio. Up to March, 1948, it had run 1000 
hours successfully* The turbine is designed for an in
let temperature of 1350° F and it has a thermal effi
ciency of 16.7%, Vork on this turbine is still going 
on according to T. J, ,utj \  Manager of Oaa Turbine 
Engineering, eetinghouse Corporation,

2. In Europe
Abroad, Switzerland, England and Germany are the coun

tries where gas turbines have been taken into consideration. 
England and Germany, during the Tjorld Aar years, developed gas 
turbines primarily for aviation use. The British mLCteorlt I-

I- Putj, T. J., The 2000 Hp Gae Turbine on Trial, estlnghouse 
Engineering, March, 1948, p. 39. 13£C° F, 2000 Kp Gas
Turbine Runs on Test btand for 1600 Hours, Power, Larch, 
1948, p. 80.
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C O M B U S T I O N  G A S  T U R B I N E  
L O C O M O T I V E

P.— oj .r
MCTlON AT A SECTION AT V

Fl« >1. Onnal Aleclrv (aa Iurl

Fig.23-General Electric Gas Turbine Locom.Design) 
(from Gen.Elec.Bul.Filing Ko: 400)

Fig.24-Brown Boveri Locomotive neslgn (from I'ech.Eng.Kov. 1944 p.69C)



plane is a typical example in the use of those turbines.
Switzerland is the country in Surope where &as turbines 

received extensive research and development. The first gao 
turbine ever installed for power generation is that of Ueu- 
ohatel 1 of Switzerland, (Flg.151 ), in 1939. Its main char- 
aotoristioe are: output at generator terminal at p.f $ .8,
4000 Kw, and speed at 3000 rpm. in spite of the sImjlioity 
of the arrange:ient, it has shown an efficiency of 17.38^.
1'hls was designed solely as a standby unit for use in ease of 
an aerial attack on Switzerland. Later, in Lay, 1943 and 
June, 1944, a ZZQQ hp was put on the rail and operated on a 
regular dully schedule over one of t .® largest secondary lines 
in Switzerland, which is not yet electrified. During this 
period, the locomotive covered 60,000 miles in spite of the 
oil shortage in Switzerland during the war years, L ter, the 
seme cos,.any designed a B600 hp "standard" loconotive (Flg.24 ) 
for a 7600 hp passenger and freight gas turbine locomotive.
In 1940, they were testing a locomotive of 4000 hp.

At present, the Drown I overI Company has under construc
tion 13 gas turbine power plants, ranging from 1650 Kw terminal 
output to 27,000 Kw. The last unit is scheduled to be deli
vered in the winter of 1948 to the Iorthwcst Lower Company, 
LeJnaw, .Switzerland, It has a heat exchanger and two-stage

— 615—

I- _todola. Dr. A., Load Testa of Combustion Gaa Turbine, 
-rovvn Dover! Bulletin 15Q4E « 11.9 (xl.46) L 1044.
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gas turbine with expected efficiency of 34 . Teots have been 
completed on the 10,000 Kw unit for uuoharest, Bumsnla, de
signed for peak loads# The unit Ie of 2*sliaft design with 
reheating and Intercooler, but not regenerator. It showed 
a thermal efficiency of 23g against 22$ guaranteed.

Along with the Srown Boverl Company In Switzerland, 
there is t ie Suljer Brothers, developing primarily the closed 
cycle gas turbines and the Maschlnerfabrlk Oerlikoa on small 
open cycle units.



COAL AS A FUEL FOR TIiE
CLlS TUHBIHE

As it haa been previously mentioned, lately there is a 
trend in the United States of America to use coal as a fuel 
in the gas turbine cycle. In this field, the United States 
seems to be ahead of Europe and mainly of Switzerland because 
reports given by S, A* Tuoker  ̂ state that although the Browa 
Boverl Company experimented vlth pulverized ooal as early as 
1941 on a 1800 Kw machine, the available Information indi
cates that the combustion of solid fuel cannot be hoped for 
in the near future.

Since May, 1945, the Locomotive Development Committee 
of Bituminous Goal Research, Inc., Baltimore, Md., has been 
developing a ooal burning gas turbine, two plants of which 
are under construction as previously mentioned by Elliott 
and Allie-Chalmers Companies. The cycle diagram for the 
proposed plants Is shown in (Fig. 26 )• As it is shown, the 
cycle orbs on the open cycle principle, (Fig, 29 ) shows a 
diagram of pulverized coal combustion chamber adapted from 
the British Fuel Research Elation's vortex design with oyalone 
for removing flyash. Fuel and primary air enter more or less 
tan ent!ally. Secondary air flows through admission ports 
around the periphery, moving across the fuel in sue.; a way as * I

!• Tucker, S. A., Oas iurbineo, !resent and Future hiatus,
I eehanieal Engineering, June, 1944, p, S63.
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Fig.25- Westinghouse 2000 Hp.Gas Turbine (from West.L'ng.liarch ±948 p.30)

from Oviiti a’f  cofnprrtooi

Fig.26-uoal Burning Oas Cycle Diagram (from Power Aug.jl945 p.74)

FIGURE 4FIGURE 3
ARRANGEMENT

Fig.27-Coal Atomizer and Turbine arrangement {from illin.Tech.Bui.Summer 1946;
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to cause combustion to follow a spiral path. Ligh relative 
velocity in passing fuel particles insures rapid, complete 
combustion. Flyasn particles, ezcept those light enough to 
follow the gas streamline, drop out at the bottom. According 
to Dr. John I. Yellott 1 the economics of fuels in the United 
States are suea that coal becomes competitive with Diesel, 
when the Thermal efficiency of the coal burner apparatus is 
as low as 25$ of the efficiency of the Diesel which means 
an approximate gas turbine efficiency of 10$.

Coal handling system is now being tested 2 with full 
scale equipment, following successful operation of small scale 
apparatus at tne Dunkirk 13. Y. pilot plant. Besides, full 
scale work on combustion la now under way at Battelle Insti
tute at atmospheric pressure, and at the Northrop-.ioudy Com
pany’s test site in the Kaiser Steel orks at Fontana, Cali
fornia. It is expected that the removal of fIyaBh will render 
the combustion products virtually nonabrnaive, as has been 
snown with small mechanical apparatus at the Institute of Qas 
Technology. Tests made by the Allla-Chalmers Company show 
that particles five .!crons in diameter are relatively harm
less to turbine blade material when carried at high tempera-

1- Yellott, John I., Director of Research, Locomotive Devel
opment Committee of Bituminous Coal Research.

S- A.SeIveE. Teconleal News, L'eehanical Engineering, Maroh, 
1948, p. £48.
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Fig.28-Combustion Gas Chart(from Research and Stan.Branch,Bureau 
Ships,Eavy Dept.Wash.D.C.Eo;6-44)

of

Fig.29-Cyclone Coal Burner
(from Power,Aug.1945,p.75)
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ture air stream* The general arrangement of the apparatus 
to be used is Bhosm in (Fig. 27). The eoal atomizer princi
ple is also shown in (Fig* 27)* By releasing the pressure 
on the coal it has been found that it is possible to pulverize 
crushed coal* This process is called coal-atomization and 
is a product of the research program of the Institute of Qas 
Technology at Illinois institute of Technology in Chicago,
A comprehensive discussion of the subject is given on a mimeo
graphed paper by John !• Yellott, Peter R* Broadley and Charles 
F, Kottcamp* 1

I- Yellott, John I,, Broadley, B, B., Kottcamp, C. F., The 
Goal-Burning Gas Turbine Locomotive, Bituminous Goal 
Leseuroh, Ino*, Baltimore, Md*, 1947 ;\,o*L. . Annual 
Meeting, Paper So* 47 - A-113*
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ADV^UIfAGES OF O .S TUABIBSS OVER Tiff:

OIIiER TXi ES OF PRIME MOVERS 
ABD OOMFaHXSOB WITH THOSE

Thus far, almost Sverythint' ooncsralng gas turbines has 
been discussed, and the advantages over the other types of 
prime movers have been pointed out. Different figures and 
illustrations presented in this paper clearly shew that the 
gas turbine can be used effectively on land, on sea, and in 
the air, replacing almost all the existing types of prime 
movers vlth their simplicity and reliability and with their 
relative high efficiency. If we consider that the research 
on gas turbines started very late as compared with the other 
types of prime movers, tnere is much hope that, in the near 
future, the gas turbine engine will hold the first position 
in the family of up to the present invented power generating 
unite.

In comparing the gas turbines with the other forms of 
power plants, we have:

I. dvant&gee compared with Steam Hant
a. Less expensive.
b. Simpler in design, Ho boiler, auxiliaries and 

feed water supply,
c. Bo condensing plant and, consequently, no cooling 

water necessary,
d. simple to operate,
e. Maintenance coslo are low,
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f« I Iant can be ûickJLy put into service#

2# dvanta^ee compared with Diesel Engines
a* Less expensive#
b# Taking account of the Io er grade fuel it can 

use and of the relatively Small amount of lubri- 
oating oil it requires, a gas turbine thermal 
efficiency of HXyv on the dollar basis corresponds to about SBo of Diesel efficiency.

c# Bo cooling water necessary.
d# Running smoothly, it does not re yaire expensive foundations#
e. !Maintenance costs are low#
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GAti TURBINE GAti CHARTS

The research anti standard branch, Bureau of Ships, Eevy De
partment , i.ashinf:;ton, D,0. on December 1944 published the abo
ve named charts, { Fig,28) chows a page of those which express the 
relation between temperature, enthalpy and rotative pressure 
function Pr, The relative pressure la evaluate! from

directly from the charts.
For instance, if H and I for an adiabatic compression 

of 6 is to be found , given the initial temperature, say 540 R 
first the relative pressure is found. In this case Prj - 2,862 
Then multiplying this value with the given pressure ratio 6 
wo have Pr8 - 6 ( 2*862 ) - 17,172 , with the aid of those
charts the new temperature and enthalpy is thus found,

Auxiliary combustion Charts are provided to take care of 
the moisture content of tne air used.

If any of the above quantities is the others can be found
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Fig. 30- Turbosupercharger and Engine Arrangement 
((from Modern Gas Turbine by R.T.Sawyer, 
Prentice Hall, U.Y.1945,p.155)

Fig.31-Labor.Gas Turbine Installation
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&.d IITABISE DSVELOiLrSSI IS 

MOSIiiSA STAfE COLLEGE 
LaBOHAIOSIES

As It is clearly stated In the introduction, the aim 
of the work done in the Ileohanioal Engineering* Laboratores of 
Montana state College was to transform a turbosuperoharger 
to an engine working on the open cycle gas turbine principle* 

Before proceeding further, let us examine the general 
characteristics of turbosuperohargere as a whole and parti
cularly the one which has been used in this project*

Turbosuperohargers were first used in France just after 
the first orId ar and have been taken into serious considera
tion a while later by the General Electric Company in the 
United states* The *rmy Air Corps pressed its development 
and so during the second EorId ar, the United States alone 
had undertaken possession, through turbosuperoharging, the 
best planes for high altitude operation*

Iurbosuperonargere of the GeEe type were installed on 
Boeing Fortressess (B-17), and Super Fortresses (B-29), the 
Consolidated Liberator B-B4, aookheed Lightning P-33 and others* 
The main advantage of using these turbosuperchargers is to 
develop the rated engine power at altitudes up to 25,000 and 
30,000 feet high* (Fig* 30) shows the arrangement of the 
turbosupercharger in connection with the airplane engine*
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Fig.32-B-Type Supercharger
(from Tran.A.S.M.E.July 1944,p.361)

Fig.33- Turbine Rotor Wheel
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2be flow diagram is clearly seen. The engine acts as a gen
erator of hot gas under pressure to supply the turbine, the 
turbine being connected to the sane shaft as a centrifugal 
compressor, which compresses the air md supplies the engine 
cylinders.

Suppose the plane flics at 25,000 feet altitude where 
the pressure is about 11,1 inches of Hg, To supply the en
gine with 29,93 inches Hg, the compressor must run at a pres
sure ratio of 39.92/11.1 = 2.69. According to the calcula
tions given by the General Electric Company 1, the power re
quired by the compressor is 1.21 Hp per lb of air per minute. 
On the other hand, the exhaust engine gases at IbOO0 F and 
89.42 Inches Hg at the exhaust nill develop 2,80 Hp per lb 
per minute. Since we have an efficiency of 1.21/2.38 = 42$, 
it is totally practicable even if we allow for different 
losses around tae cycle.

I Of course, the back pressure set up in the engine of 
about 29.92 - 11.1 = 13.32 inches Hg is not desirable from 
the engine’s viewpoint, but t.iis make a the Inlet charge be 
compressed and thus the engine has a net gain, as the alti
tude increases, naturally the eonr ressor rust develop greater 
pressure ratio, which requires more porer. At t c sane time,

I- htandervviok:, R. 0., A. S, M. F* Transactions, Volt 56, 
January, 1944, p. 01.
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Fig. 35-Compressor Impeller Blades
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tii© pressure ratio across the turbine also increases with 
altitude, so tbnt the power available continues to balance 
the power required. The limit of balance is either reached 
by maximum turbospeed or by loss of efficiency at excessive 
ZiiiSh pressure ratios.

Ihe turboeuperc.larger to be transformed to gas turbine 
was taken from the ftLady Lilian", which was a surplus B-17 
Flyia rortress. A considerable amount of time was spent for 
the dismounting from the Mo9 z engine of the plane. This is 
a General ileotrio, type ti-2 made by Ford Motor Company, The 
outside appearance of the B type turbosuperchargers in shown 
in (Flg.32 )• The turbo was afterwards m  labora
tory and dissembled to examine the way it was build and the 
position in w;Ac it should be Installed. (FigureC33-37)show 
the different parts of the turbo, specifically, (Fig.33 ) 
e -OV. the turbine wheel with Im hLse blades, (FI,,-.34 ) shows 
the turbine Ie box, (blg.35 ) Is the centrifugal compressor 

ies, ( i .36 ) s .o. s the turbine wheel together with the 
bearing easing, and (Flg.37 ) shows the lubrie oil pm .
The unit is in a compact form. It has roughly the shape of a 
25 inch diameter cylinder. On one end IFig.32 ) there is the 
turbine wheel 12.5 inches D and on the other the compressor 
impeller of about 10 inches in diameter. The total width is 
about 14 inches.

„ fter a careful examination of the mechanises involved.
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it lit.s been found tnat the lubricating: pump will not operate 
in a vortioal position from tlio rotor axis, altGougn it can 
lor some time when it is installed on a flying plane, due to 
the centrifugal force developed, $Jao lubricating oil pump 
suclc;. only from the bottom of the bearInc; Oasinc;,

Sbe unit was 4i It 1» I# . i ,31 ).
The general arrangement of the gas turbine as viewed from two 
different angles is SbtWtt in (Hg, 38 ). parti., ua
^nd galv-iiiiA,od sheet metal pipe induced the compressed air 
froc. the oo: pressor outlet to the combustion chamber, This 
is made the same ns the other pipes, of 3,5 feet long and 
G,; Ine :c in diameter, stainless steel pipe taken from the 
airplane exhaust stack,

s it is the case with all kinds of gas turbines, the 
unit should, come to a speed of about IO^ of the rated one, 1 
say 2130 rpn, with outside means, before it will be able to 
run Itself.

Several schemes were considered to start the engine, 
homely tc use a motor, compressed air, and sterna. The latter 
seemed to be the most convenient one, and il was applied ith 
considerable success, A conic section of %■ inch regular water 
pi; e enclosing 4 out of 46 nozzles existing in the nozzlebox, 
when supplied with etean of about LO pounds per square inch

I- Oavyort u, Tom, das Turbine Construction, rrentice-tiall, 
Inc,, Hew York, 1047, p. 102.
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Fig. 37- Lubricating Oil ■t’ump
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gage, it was able to run the turbine at 2K00 rpm.

The first test was run without any primary air control 
in the combustion chamber* Hatural gas with a heating value 
of approximately 1100 Btu per cubic foot, at S? pounds per 
square inch gage pressure, was introduced through the inch 
pipe s own in the {Fi *38a). The burner consisted of 15 holes 
l/lO inch in diameter, so that the gas would be spread and 
well mixed with the air* A spark plug furnished the igni
tion requirements* Through a series of tests, the maximum 
attainable rpm was 5200, the turbine running completely with 
the products of combustion*

after this success, several other trials were made to 
Improve the combustion chamber* The combustion chamber was 
divided in two* Another pipe 4 inches in diameter, (lig.38), 
was installed in the St inch stainless steel combustion cham
ber. A butterfly valve working like a carbureter throttle 
was regulating tne air through the 4 inch pipe where the bur
ner ami the spark plug were located* After a series of tests 
were run, improvement could be seen through tne increased 
number or turbine revolutions* (Flv;*39 } shows the diagram 
of the combustion chamber having aa a result, the maximum 
attainable rpm of 7000 or l/3 of that rated for the type of 
turvosuporonargor we were using*

a# far as the measurement of the power generated is con
cerned, this is obtainable through a 0,5 horsepower generator



hooked to the turblne-oojmpreasor rotor, <Fig*3I }* Yhie was 
a motor running at 4000 rpm - the only one available - with 
60 volts terminal voltage, and it was converted to a self- 
excited generator, oo that there will be no doubt of the gen
erated power.

The turbine ae it now stands has 3 banks of 8 in parallel 
28 volts 0*1 ampere light-bulbs, and a voltmeter with an am
meter to measure the developed power* It also has a pilot 
tube la the compressed air pipe connected to a O-tube, which 
gives readings and data for the measurement of energy input 
to compress the combustion air* The rpm of the turbine and 
compressor rotor can be counted through the extension shaft 
of the generator.

-82-
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Fig. 38b- Experimentan Gas Turbine in. Lab
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OPERATING PROCEDURE OF TiiE 

QAQ TURBINE UNIT

Althoush it has been pointed out In many lnatanoes that 
gas turbines even now, when they are In the wide development 
sta&e, have shown a reliable performance without any power 
cut-off during operation, due to the fact that the one devel
oped here is not hundred percent scientifically designed, cer
tain precautions should be taken in operating the unit.

The most critical instant in running the said unit is 
when starting it. Explosion or back-firing (a term used in 
automotive engines when the ignition switch is turned off 
with the engine running geared to the drive shaft on a slop
ing road) may occur, when the fuel valve is turned on after 
the turbine is speeded to about SOOO rpm with the steam noz
zle, even though the ignition switch is on.

To prevent any accidents, operating personnel must not 
be around the turbine that is very close to it during this 
period.

The following procedure should be followed in starting 
the unit;

1, >pen oil lubricating valve beneath the oil tank.
2, Open the steam valve and see that the turbine runs 

at about 2000 rpm,
3, Turn on the ignition switch for the spark plug in 

the combustor.
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4. Turn on, slowly, the natural gas supply to the bur

ner and wait for the gas to oatOh fire* 
fter the above steps have been followed and the turbine 

runs with the products of corsbustlon, the steam supply may be 
out off. It Is wise, though, to leave a thin stream of steam 
to pass through the steam nozzle so that the melting of It will 
be avoided* It has been said that this nozzle Is made of sim
ple water pipe, and although It la not subjected to any stress. 
It might give way in the high temperature fl-r* of eombaeiion 
products*

By adjusting the primary air valve of the combustion 
chamber with the fuel supply valve, the turbine rotative 
speed may easily rise to 7000 rpra or even higher* Shen the 
engine is running, there is no fear of explosion undf?r normal 
conditions* Different measurements may be taken suoii as the 
turbine rpra, pitot tube readings, and, when the engine is 
loaded, voltmeter and ammeter readings.
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EXPERIMEHIyiL BAIA AHD RESULTS

Although the results given below they are not complete in 
every respect. In a way they show and give some performance cha
racteristics of the experimental gas turbine unit.

The unit as ( Fig.31 ) shows is eguipped with a 0.5 Hp
generator and a pitot tube ( not shown) on the straight portion 
of the pipe above the combustion chamber. To have representative 
readings of the pitot tube which was connected to a mercury U-tu
be manometer, different readings along the section of the pipe 
were taken and the average value for each compressor RPM is 
given below. The Generator during the first two runs was 
loaded only with approximately 18 watts ; those of the light 
bulbs , and on the last one it was loaded to full capacity with 
an external variable resistance. Ho appreciable slow down of the 
engine was noticed as the unit was loaded, although the gas sup
ply was kept constant. This fact shows that the unit can be loa
ded a considerable amount more if it will be equipped with the 
necessary equipment.

The unit was gradually loaded so that tha armature current 
would not exceed the rated on* ; the generator used had a rating 
of IO minutes and armature current 8.3 amperes. The voltage re
mained constant which is an other proof that the unit did not 
slow down. As it is mentionned before the generator is self exci
ted . The resistance used for that purpose in series with the 
shunt field is so arranged that although the generator is rated
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60 volts at 4,000 rpm, actually It generated 57 volts at 6,600 
rim#

Table: Il - Test Data

Rpm Total Ires, tatlc Ires, Differ. Volts M p
Inches Hg Inches Hg In. Hg

5,800 1.00 8. 60 0,40 47 0,3
6,000 I.fcO 0, 68 0.55 55 0.3
6,600 1,50 2O 0,80 57 3,0

Barometric Ireasxire: 25,22 Inches Hg
Temperaturei 85 F
Throat area: 30,2 Sg,inches

Table: 111 - Test Results

Xipmi • • • • * • 6,600
load...............  456 watts
Air Horsepower 8,93
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Comi.utG tloas:

P - H x W
lb/ft2 - ft I lb/ft5

Z  inxft/ine x lb/ft3

P % in.x 62.30/12 
H x W  ^ in. 5.192 

H - 5.192 h/w

VsiK
VSg 5.192 h/
18.27 fh/"
. • JO.80 >: I5.EQ V 0.0/28

220 ft/soc.

Air ;lorsopowor: 220 :: 60 % 30. , x (144 x 03 ,'o6d
- 8.93 iip

I.SO X .4,- 2-14
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Dlacuaslon of test results

IliO writer does not claim that the results presented are 
decisive in determining the pe formance of the gas turbine unit. 
Iiowovert they aro the best which could be attained under existing 
conditions and facilities, uesidea, the purrose of the work done 
was to demonstrate the principle of the new developed motive po
wer unit entering the family of the existing up to date principal 
prime movers. iJo attempt her been made to find the thermal effi

ciency, but here is an estimate of that.
Uonoidaring that most of the turbine work goes to compress 

the air, since the air Horsepower at 5,600 rpm was 8.95 hp assu
ming a value for the bearing losoea of the t^orbino rotor, work 
consumed by the lubricating oil pomp and the pressure drop through 
friction in the pipe from the compressor outlet to the point where 
the meaaura ents were taken, we M ve as a proximate pew©., to the tu 
turbine rotor about IO hp plus the measured output i* « 456 watta. 
The rest of the Ileat energy of the fuel supplied goes to exhaust 
gases and a relatively small oeroent to convection looses and ra
diation to atmosphere.

Certainly the Iieat energy taken awny by the exhaust gases 
constitutes a big percent of the total. Comparing this vith a di
esel engine which exhausts gases at about DOO F , having a ES ^ 
hen rejection to atmosphere we might assume a sefe vr Iue of about 
35 4 for beat rejection through eshauat gases, and about XO 56 for 
losses through convection, radiation and miscellaneous others.
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n the other hand assume that the 55 of the turbine output ie 
the measured 8*93 i ,plus 456 watts,plus friction losses, all- 

together forming 7916 watts,
oeorclingly the estimated thermal efficiency of the unit 

is about

Theret̂fflo, - 456_____  - 3*17 %

The above fi^ire although low,is aCaepteblo for the developed 
experimental gas turbine unit* The reader should be reminded that 
the first modern gas turbine built in lwitaerlaad in 1939 working 
vn the simple open cycle gen turbine principle had an efficiency 
of 17*2 f, Th6 one built here is of primitive nature for demon
stration purposes only, not bulltv to develope any actual useful 
out .at*

* ***********
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CUS IUim IIiS DSVEL01-11I-.3TS IS OTiiElI 
BORKBRESTERS COLLEGES OF TIiE 

UNITED STATES

as far as the writer of this thesis knows, two other 
institutions of the Northwest are in the stage of developing 
gao turbines of the same nature. These arc Oregon Otate Col
lege and the University of Utah*

From reports and papers read in the a. S, M* S* .,nnual 
Aogional Conference of the Pacific Northwest Student Lranohes 
in the Atate College of as.iington, Pullman, =UeIilngton on 
ay 5-8, 1948, we learn that Oregon tate College developed 
a gas turbine using a turbosuperoharger* A paper read by 
George Frank of Oregon State College stated that in construc
ting this turbine, they used a regular oorbustlon chamber 
made by ^llls-Chalmers, burning Diesel oil as a fuel* It was 
said that the turbine ran at about 15,000 rpm and that the 
compressor worked against a 27 inch mercury pressure* Ho 
power wus taken from that unit, and George Frank stated that 
everybody was satisfied there, having the turbine running on 
the open cycle principle* Starting of the unit was accom
plished with a similar nozzle as used here, but using com
pressed air instead of steam* They planned to demonstrate 
the jet principle and measure the possible thrust, so they 
made some changes in the lubricating oil system of the unit,
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ana had the rotor axle In the horizontal plane.

rIhe writer can count the following as possibilities for 
the better performance of the Oregon State College unit. 
Either:

a. The unit was of the type 1 h-ll, B-32, B-31, B-33, 
which run at 24,000 rpm, or

b. The combustion ohmber, since it was factory mde, 
had a better perforcuince, or

o. For both the above reasons.
The gas turbine being constructed at the University of 

Utah was then at the primary stage, so nothing was said about 
its performance. However, those interested planned to pur
chase a combustion chamber similar to the one at Oregon Htate 
College.

I- ~nv/yer, B. T., Cao Turbine Construction, Prentioe-Iiall, 
Xno., Sew York, 1947, p« 162.

K
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tiUaGEdl IONti TO IMI’ROVE PERFORMANCE 
OF EXPERIMENTAL GAti TURBINE UNIT

The developed gas turbine,although It suocesfully runs 
with the/products of combustion without any outside assistance 
and produces some useful work, there is much room for refinement 
of the unit. Obviously, the component which needs retouching is 
the combustion chamber, to be able to substitute as closely as 
possible the 9 cylinder airplane engine from the products of 
combustion of which - exhaust - it was turning.

At present the turbine rotor spins at 7,000 Rpm which is 
l/3 of the rated value for the B-2 type of supercharger we are 
using. First thing which comes to mind in trying to find ways to 
boost the turbine Rpm and by doing so, to increase the percent
age of the useful output, is to burn more fuel in the combustion 
chamber. During a series of tests , it has been noticed that as 
the fuel supply was gradually increased, instead of having an 
increased Rpm reading which would mean more air to combustion 
chamber to burn the supplied fuel, flames of combustion process 
were escaping through the turbine rotor blades. This of course 
means incomplete combustion and waste of extra fuel without return 
There are three ways to remedy this ; either,

a- Increase the length of Combustion space , so that more 
fuel will be burned Before the combustion products 
will reach the turbine blades, or
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Air from Compressor

Fuel Pipe
Spark Plus To Turbine

xX  i , Burner

Fig. 39 - Sketch of Combustion Chamber in use 
at present. Scale: I" = I'

Fig. 40 - Sketch of proposed combustion Chamber 
Scale: I" =- I'



*>- Provide a better mixing* of the fuel !with the eemtesti- 
os Sif9Of ■' '

©** Do both the - above refinement a*
OeSSiderisg literature m  Sas fnrMne Oombustids Ohambers9 the 

length of the. present one .seems to be enough* Eowerer9: it seems 
that it is narrow\ it has the same size as the'pipe which conducts 
eompressea air• from the compressor outlet* $he Combustion air which 
corns at a considerable velocity ean not hare the chance to be 
completely mixed with the fuel supplied to it* lhe velocity is 
still increased Considering the increased volume due to the addi
tion of heat to it, ■

Accordingly it is thought that if the 6|- inch combustion 
Chamber' width will be increased to at least $g Inehes9 a much 
better performance ■of the present' unit can be expected* In such 
a ease the present stainless steel outside shell of combustion ■ 
Chamber can be used in the place of the present 4 inch pipe used 
as a primary combustion space.*

A simpler but not as good as the first one alternative would 
be to use the eonstuction shown in the sketch of i Fig* 40)* With 
such a construction the fuel will be better mifcd with the prlma** 
ry air for the control of which a- butterfly valve is provided»Eo- 
ties the position Of burner in iC Figfi- #)* Qf course an ideal ca
se would be to use both of the refinements mentiomned above*

fhe writer feels pretty sure that if the above suggestions 
will be applied, they will have as effect the boosting Of turbine" 
compressor Epm and better overall performance of Sas turbine unit*
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